Safeguarding our Global Commons

A Systems Change Lab to Monitor, Learn from, and Advance Transformational Change
The coming three decades will witness dramatic change—for good or bad. If we fail to address climate change, the destruction of nature, and the social inequities that characterize our current economic model, we will be choosing a grim future. Alternatively, we have the choice of embarking upon a great reset that will lead humanity toward a healthier, more prosperous, more equitable, and more sustainable future. The decade of the 2020s will be decisive.

Moving onto the better path will not be possible through incremental shifts in policy and behavior. Achieving net zero emissions by mid-century and shifting to a “nature positive” path, while delivering the Sustainable Development Goals, will require enormous transitions across all major economic systems—energy, transportation, the built environment, food and rural systems, manufacturing, finance, and consumption.

In each of these areas, component transformations will be required. These range from the elimination of the internal combustion engine and solutions for the “hard-to-abate” steel, cement, and aviation sectors to the reform of the plastics industry and the restoration of 1 billion hectares of degraded land. It will also require the incorporation of climate and nature risks into all financial decisions and into the way we measure progress.

In all, there are perhaps 40 to 60 such “transformations.” Given the scale of change required, we will need almost all of them to happen, and rapidly. Each will require a “system change” in the sense that they will generally necessitate government, corporate, and citizen engagement to overcome entrenched and vested interests in the existing system. They will require technological progress, policy changes, new accountabilities, and shifts in norms and behaviors.

Some of these transformations are already underway, and a few are progressing at a pace that enables positive tipping points to be crossed. Others are only just beginning, and some are stuck with little progress at all. Many of these transformations have expert communities supporting them, and some have vibrant multi-stakeholder leadership driving change forward.

But while there is information and activity in many areas, there is currently no focus on the overall picture. Which of these transitions are moving forward well? What are the hallmarks of successful transitions? How can lessons of success be transmitted across sectors? Which are the lagging transitions that require new approaches, political pressure, and greater urgency?
The proposed Systems Change Lab, a component of the Global Commons Alliance, is designed to address these questions. It will have three functions: monitoring progress made across each of the required transformations, distilling a rapidly evolving understanding of what constitutes and promotes systems change, and identifying critical gaps and mobilizing support for coalitions as they push toward tipping points to realize a more sustainable, equitable future.

The proposed Lab will be established in partnership with a network of leading institutions and will be guided and supported by a group of leading figures across the range of sectoral transitions, including political, corporate, nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), and scientific change agents all committed to dramatically accelerating these transformations.

The inception phase of the Systems Change Lab was made possible by the generous support of the Global Environment Facility and builds upon the foundation of Steer, Waughray, et al. (2016), as well as discussions held under the Global Commons Alliance.

**THE TRANSFORMATIONS WE NEED**

We are living through a change of historic scale and scope. It is as significant as the change from hunter-gatherer to farmer, from farmer to machinist. Today, change is driven by technology and globalization. Today, we also face a convergence of crises. From unabated climate change and accelerating biodiversity losses to rising inequality and pervasive hunger, there is a burning need to address these crises.

To avoid the worst climate impacts and build equitable, prosperous communities, we must ignite widespread change across our global systems: how we grow food, build cities, power industries, and move around. We must overhaul consumption patterns, financial systems, and economic policies, as well as how we plan for the future and measure progress. And if they are to be socially viable, these transformational changes must also improve equity and social inclusion.

More specifically, we must halve greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions in the next decade, halve them again between 2030 and 2040, and reach net zero emissions by mid-century. We must also end the destruction of the natural world and become “nature positive.” As Christiana Figueres’ Mission 2020 initiative states, we must imagine the future if we are to realize the radical change we need.

We are at a crossroads. If we continue to invest in yesterday’s economy, change will wash over us, undirected and unhinged. Global temperatures will rise, species will continue to be lost at a rate that is a thousand times the natural rate, and ecosystems will forever disappear. Alternatively, we can harness change and shape it to solve the world’s greatest social and environmental challenges—to reduce poverty and hunger, to expand nutrition and energy access, to deliver equity and justice, and to safeguard our forests, land, fresh water, the ocean, and the climate.

In shifting to new development paths, we must address the fundamental drivers of today’s environmental destruction, and do so in a way that enhances human well-being, creates new jobs, and strengthens equity.

Tables 1 and 2 summarize the major transformations required to achieve this future. For illustrative purposes and to encourage discussion, we identify nearly 50 specific shifts, but different taxonomies are clearly possible. Some of these transformations are “sectoral” in nature, calling for fundamental shifts in how we power our economies, produce goods and services, run our financial systems, and manage our land, waterways, and the ocean, and run our financial systems (Table 1). Others are broader imperatives, such as the way we measure progress, deliver services, ensure equity, and govern our shared Earth system (Table 2). This second group of transitions not only underpins the first set, but also sets conditions on how transitions must take place. Thus, for example, the radical shifts needed to protect nature, for example, must be undertaken in a manner that is just, inclusive, and enhances the well-being of vulnerable people. Put together, these shifts can transform the major systems that define humanity’s relationship with the natural world.
Table 1 | Sectoral Transformations

**ENERGY**
- Double the rate of improvement in energy efficiency
- Electrify transport, industry, and heating
- Decarbonize power
- Drive down the cost of energy storage
- Develop new fuels (e.g., hydrogen) and solutions for hard-to-abate sectors
- Scale up carbon removal and carbon capture and storage

**CITIES AND THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT**
- Adopt compact urban design and transit-oriented development
- Ensure all new buildings are net zero carbon by 2030 and all existing buildings are decarbonized by 2050
- Shift to transport modes that have zero emissions and zero road deaths
- Transition to zero waste cities
- Make cities resilient

**TRANSPORT**
- Eliminate the internal combustion engine
- Transition to new zero- or low-emissions fuels for heavy transport, shipping, and aviation
- Shift from road to rail and shipping
- Shift to public and shared transport, and to biking and walking

**SUSTAINABLE PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION**
- Adopt circular product design, production systems, and supply chains
- Use pure, nontoxic, and regenerative materials (e.g., in products and systems)
- Shift to circular business models and a sharing economy
- Shift consumption patterns to reduce waste and overconsumption

**LAND, FOOD, AND FOREST MANAGEMENT**
- Protect 30% of forests and other land by 2030
- Restore degraded landscapes
- Manage land sustainably to increase yields 40% by 2050 without expanding agricultural land or degrading ecosystems
- Halve food loss and waste by 2030
- Shift diets and ensure equitable access to nutritious food to feed 10 billion people by 2050
- Ensure supply chains are sustainable, including localizing value chains where possible
- Avoid overexploitation of terrestrial species
- Stop invasive species

**FINANCIAL SYSTEMS**
- Measure, disclose, and manage climate and other types of environmental risks
- Scale up public climate finance
- Unlock private investment in sustainable infrastructure
- Extend financial services to underserved groups
- Price GHG emissions and other environmental externalities
- Eliminate harmful subsidies

**FRESHWATER MANAGEMENT**
- Perform comprehensive water assessments and management
- Radically improve water efficiency
- Protect and restore freshwater systems
- Avoid overexploitation of freshwater species
- Stop invasive species

**OCEAN MANAGEMENT**
- Ensure 30% of the ocean is fully protected by 2030
- Sustainably manage fisheries and aquaculture and avoid overexploitation of marine species
- Sharply reduce marine litter and pollution
- Stop invasive species
There is good news about the transformations that are required—we now know that they are possible, technically and economically. Recent evidence and research have introduced a new economic narrative, in which the language of costs and trade-offs has been replaced by that of benefits and opportunities for better lives and livelihoods. Smart climate policies, for example, have been shown to drive greater resource efficiency, induce new technologies, and reduce risks. Combined, these can lead to greater economic dynamism, more jobs, better health, and a much better quality of life. The New Climate Economy, for example, has shown that bold climate action could yield US$26 trillion in economic benefits through 2030 compared with a business-as-usual approach. Even the hardest to abate sectors have recently been found to be less hard than previously thought. The Energy Transitions Commission has demonstrated a pathway to reach net zero emissions by mid-century at a cost to the economy of less than 0.5% of global income.

Almost all the transformations listed in Tables 1 and 2 require coordinated changed behaviors from a range of actors—governments, corporations, and citizens—across systems. Other drivers are also typically at play, such as technological progress, policy changes, and new accountabilities.

What Is Systems Change?

Put simply, a system represents a configuration of interdependent, interacting elements that work together to generate a particular outcome (e.g., how we produce food, how we move around the world, or how we power human society). Systems change is a fundamental, sustained shift or a series of smaller changes that, taken together, disrupt the status quo system and lead to the formation of a new path. Academics across disciplines, from biology to the social sciences, have analyzed this concept extensively, contributing to a well-established body of literature on systems change. Recently, experts have begun to connect findings from this work to today’s environmental crises, identifying the systems changes needed to realize a more sustainable, equitable future. Some of their papers explore systems change within individual sectors or roles that specific decision-makers can play in driving these transitions, while others focus on transformations needed to achieve much larger changes.

Arbib and Seba, for example, argue that “we are on the cusp of the fastest, deepest, most consequential transformation of human civilization in history, a transformation every bit as significant as the move from foraging to cities and agriculture 10,000 years ago.” Analyzing past disruptive changes, they offer a roadmap to avoid societal collapse and leverage this immense paradigm shift to benefit human society. Victor et al. also synthesize the processes by which systems change have historically unfolded—starting with the advent of new technologies, followed by the diffusion of these innovations throughout markets,
and eventually, the reconfiguration of socioeconomic systems. This paper specifically applies these historical lessons to today’s low-carbon transition, highlighting levers that governments and businesses can pull to accelerate deep decarbonization across high-emitting sectors. Like Victor et al., the World Business Council for Sustainable Development examines past systems change to identify factors that spark and sustain transformation, outlining steps that businesses can take to steer the world toward a sustainable, equitable future by 2050. Sachs et al. identify six transformations across social, political, and economic systems needed to achieve the Sustainable Development Goals and the Paris Agreement, and describe actions that governments, businesses, civil society, and scientists must take to enable these transitions. Grady et al. focus on how funders can support and evaluate strategies that drive these systems changes, while Waddell identifies six lessons for enabling transformations by assessing existing environmental initiatives along two dimensions—their focus on destroying old paradigms or creating new systems and to what extent they prioritize confrontation over collaboration.

Although definitions of systems change vary across these new studies, it is perhaps useful—at the risk of oversimplification—to describe a real example to illustrate the concept (Box 1).

**Box 1 | An Example of Systems Change: Making Palm Oil Sustainable**

Together, Indonesia and Malaysia produce 85% of the world’s palm oil. Cultivation of this commodity drives tropical deforestation across Southeast Asia, accounting for nearly half of all tree cover loss in Indonesia from 2003 to 2015, and more than two thirds in Malaysia. At first glance, solving this problem may seem quite simple: rather than cut down rainforests to make way for palm oil plantations, farmers could sustainably grow this commodity across millions of hectares of degraded land. And with the right support, smallholders could employ existing technologies and practices to significantly increase productivity. But a deeper look reveals that, absent a palm oil substitution, transitioning to sustainable palm oil poses a more complex challenge—one that will require mutually reinforcing actions undertaken by a wide range of actors around the world.

Thus far, this problem has proven intractable, with governments, corporations, international agencies, and organizations all investing considerable resources into sustainable palm oil. Yet these individual efforts, well-meaning as they may be, have failed to crack the issue. Instead, they have complicated efforts to govern the palm oil sector.

A permanent solution—one that halts deforestation, safeguards human rights, and shrinks the yield gap between larger-scale plantations and smallholders—will require a realignment of incentives, behaviors, and norms across the global value chain. Consumers, retailers, manufacturers, traders, plantation owners, smallholder farmers, and central and local governments must work together to pursue a combination of actions.

Financial markets and importing countries’ trade policies must reward deforestation-free, conflict-free palm oil. National governments should work with companies to standardize sustainability certification standards, as well as with local communities and civil society to strengthen tenure security and simplify processes to formalize land rights.

Enforcement, often a missing link, cannot be overlooked. Local governments will need financial, technical, and human resources to monitor and enforce sustainable palm oil commitments, while scientific organizations should independently track deforestation and assess its links to palm oil production.

None of these agents can solve the problem alone, and there is no silver bullet. Collective action is needed to force the entire oil palm system to flip and create irreversible change.
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Enforcement, often a missing link, cannot be overlooked. Local governments will need financial, technical, and human resources to monitor and enforce sustainable palm oil commitments, while scientific organizations should independently track deforestation and assess its links to palm oil production.

None of these agents can solve the problem alone, and there is no silver bullet. Collective action is needed to force the entire oil palm system to flip and create irreversible change.

The context for radical systems change today is mixed. On the positive side, there is greater leadership from the private sector and citizens than ever before. More than 1,000 companies have committed to decarbonize their supply chains (accounting for 7.7 gigatons of carbon emissions) in line with the Science-Based Targets initiative.19 Citizens, often led by youth organizations, such as Fridays for Future20 and the African Youth Initiative on Climate Change,21 are demanding action with a vigor not seen since the first Earth Day half a century ago. Governments’ policies are improving, but are nowhere near close to the pace required. The nations of the world appear ready to commit to protect 30% of all land and sea areas. A hundred and four countries have stated their intention to enhance ambition or action in their nationally determined contributions by 2021, and the European Union, Japan, and 20 other countries have committed to reach net zero emissions by 2050.22 China—the world’s largest single emitter of GHGs—has recently pledged to reach net zero emissions by 2060.23 And roughly a quarter of total global emissions are now under a mandatory, albeit much too low, carbon price.24

THE INGREDIENTS OF SYSTEMS CHANGE

The process of systems change, particularly those involving technological change, often follows the shape of an “S”—an irregular curve that depicts change occurring at different rates during different stages (Figure 1). Shifts that may seem impossible at first can quickly develop momentum and reach a tipping point at which they become the new normal.25

These successful paradigm shifts tend to ratchet up ambition over time, become more durable and difficult to reverse, and expand to impact a greater proportion of the population.26 They also address the root causes of today’s challenges and radically alter a system’s current behavior.27

Yet the risk of relapse exists at any point along the curve, with the probability of reversal declining as the new system takes root. Ideally, interventions will be designed and implemented in ways that increase the odds of than (e.g., those beneficiaries of new green jobs), thereby strengthening the stability of the new system.

Figure 1 | Phases of Systems Change

Source: Adapted from ICAT 2020.
Historically, systems change has emerged from the convergence and interaction of many enabling factors. Although the precise ingredients of transformational, often nonlinear, change vary, some elements appear to be common. In one taxonomy, four sets of drivers are used to explain system change: agents of change, innovations, policies and institutions, and behavior change and social norms (Box 2).

In short, systems change is not about finding a single silver bullet; it’s about consciously creating the right conditions for many forces to align. These drivers of change must come together in ways that expand the benefits of systems change beyond its initial advocates to reach new populations. Doing so can establish positive feedback loops that cultivate lasting, widespread support for the new paradigm.

It is also important to note the critical role that exogenous forces—unforeseen events and crises—play in systems change. They have the potential to create “wormholes” to transform our politics, policies, communities, and behavior. We must be prepared to seize these opportunities.

Box 2 | Ingredients of System Change

**CHANGE AGENTS:** Sustained, engaged leadership from governments, businesses, and civil society often drives systems change. While these champions can be found at the helm of governments, institutions, and companies, they need not be. Scientists, civil society and community leaders, entrepreneurs, and investors can also create effective movements and unleash change. Multi-stakeholder coalitions are often a powerful force, uniting leaders across sectors and levels of decision-making to both accelerate and sustain paradigm shifts. Those who benefit from these transformations represent another yet critical constituency. Solar panel producers, for example, will advocate for the continued expansion of renewable energy and resist attempts to return to fossil fuels. Policies that expand the number of these beneficiaries deepen support for systems change. In short, we need a new set of vested interests.

**INNOVATIONS:** From developing plant-based meat substitutes to establishing pay-as-you-go solar lighting schemes, technological gains can spur systems change. These innovations, which broadly include new practices, approaches, and techniques, depend on society’s knowledge base and skills. Investing in education, research and development, as well as networks that facilitate collaboration among experts, creates a strong foundation for innovation, while supporting pilot studies, experimental trials, and demonstrations enables early uptake of new solutions. Reaching a critical mass, however, often requires policies that help accelerate diffusion.

**POLICIES AND INSTITUTIONS:** Change requires the right incentives and disincentives established through policies, laws, and regulations, and enforced by strong institutions. Tax rebates and increased access to low-cost finance can enable more sustainable decisions and behaviors, while carbon taxes, the elimination of fossil fuel subsidies, and import duties on high-emissions goods can discourage investments in business-as-usual growth. Retraining workers formerly employed in damaging sectors can ease disruptive transitions, and granting ownership of natural resources to local communities can spur conservation. In all of this, strong institutions play a critical role.

**BEHAVIOR CHANGE AND SOCIAL NORMS:** Definitions of what is acceptable behavior can shift quite rapidly and can be transformative. Smoking in public is an example. Clear, actionable communication—messages from trusted sources that convey what’s at stake and what must be done—deepens collective understanding and can change action. New understanding from behavioral science can “nudge” beliefs and actions. The COVID-19 pandemic is reminding us all that even seemingly small changes in behavior, such as wearing a mask or washing one’s hands, can significantly affect the fates of nations. Together, increased awareness and behavior change, often cause shifts in social norms that underpin systems change.
THE SYSTEMS CHANGE LAB

The transformations listed in Tables 1 and 2 are at very different stages of change. Some are accelerating more rapidly than anticipated (e.g., wind, solar, and plastics), although the pace is still not adequate, while others remain stubbornly off track (e.g., energy efficiency and new measures of progress). The annex provides a simple description of some of these transitions, illustrating the importance of the various drivers of change discussed in Box 2.

Given the imperative to accelerate these transitions, it is important that progress be measured, that the ingredients of change be understood and shared, and that coalitions for change be created, supported, and made accountable.

In view of this, the proposed Systems Change Lab would deliver on three interrelated objectives:

1. **Monitor.** There is great activity in some areas, and some good data, but the big picture of how and when we are poised to cross necessary positive tipping points is unclear. We need to take stock of where change is accelerating, or failing, on a regular basis.

2. **Learn and share.** We need to understand the ingredients for transformational change, what is working, what isn’t, and why. We need to then share those lessons with the key change agents who can drive action.

3. **Nudge.** We need to identify where progress is weak—and then mobilize and equip messengers and coalitions to accelerate action.

In all these areas, the Lab would work closely with existing institutions and coalitions that are already deeply engaged in driving action.

**Monitoring**

Currently, there is no aggregator for measuring progress across all required shifts. Although efforts to track some of them exist, data gaps remain. Monitoring should focus primarily on outcomes (e.g., in the case of forest restoration, hectares restored), but it is also important to take stock of the forces that drive outcomes (e.g., land tenure rights, financial policies, political processes, and coalitions for change) if lessons are to be learned and progress unlocked.

The Systems Change Lab, partnering with data providers, will develop a tracking platform where required shifts across systems, and their drivers, will be monitored on a regular basis. For example, a recent paper (Lebling et al. 2020) has found that of 21 indicators related to realizing a 1.5°C trajectory, only two are on track to realize 2030 and 2050 global benchmarks. The Systems Change Lab would monitor our progress towards such indicators and many others, providing the first complete picture of progress. It will provide compelling evidence of major progress aligned with science (transformations in acceleration), identify gaps to address (transformations at risk), and reveal trends across systems.

Initial steps will involve identifying key indicators and benchmarks for each of the transformations listed in Tables 1 and 2, as well as those that support multiple transformations; identifying the most complete, accurate, and open source datasets associated with each indicator; and reaching out to organizations developing these datasets so the Lab can establish partnerships for data sharing. It should be noted that some of the transformations listed in Table 2—for example, the “just transition”—may not be monitored as stand-alone transformations but, rather, may not be monitored in the context of the transformations in Table 1, given that they underpin each sectoral transformation.

The monitoring system will be designed to provide information in different ways for a variety of users. It will also be portable (i.e., allows the data to be accessed in different places where it can meet users where they are). It can be integrated with the Global Commons Alliance’s Earth Dashboard data. In the future, the Lab may be able to combine these data with real-time data that track political and societal realities on the ground. Later phases could also focus on monitoring at national and regional levels in key geographies.

**Learning and Sharing**

The Systems Change Lab will aim to instill confidence that systems change is possible. There have been tremendous gains in academia and elsewhere in understanding systems change, including the drivers of historical systems change, and we will by no means duplicate this work. However, we face several challenges. The literature on systems change is not always translated into an accessible language for decision-makers. There are also gaps in understanding the drivers of reaching tipping points for recent exponential changes, such as the rise of the youth climate action movement or public consciousness about plastic pollution.
The Systems Change Lab will address these gaps and translate the information into compelling narrative. In doing so, the Lab will partner with leading researchers and institutions to highlight case studies of historical systems change, drawing out ingredients of change in an accessible manner. Initial steps will be to determine case study research principles, especially in regard to making any claims about causality, to select criteria for identifying case studies, and to establish partnerships with researchers. Future phases could involve commissioning new research on a thematic basis (e.g., systems change in ocean management).

The Lab will also develop an annual “How Goes the Battle?” report that assesses the state of progress on the required transformations and provides clear, actionable data findings, accompanied by compelling data visualizations, that will depict the progress made and distill the ingredients for such change, the gaps that remain, and the major leaders and laggards.

**Nudging and Campaigning**

The Systems Change Lab will conduct outreach, engagement, and communication activities to bring findings from its monitoring and learning activities to help support many existing coalitions in their efforts to campaign and nudge. In doing so, it will help identify where there are gaps and work with partners to fill those, and co-ordinate around major moments to ensure impactful engagement that can help accelerate the transformations. These critical moments and processes include, in the immediate term, the upcoming COP15 (biodiversity) and COP26 (climate change), High-Level Champions dialogues under the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, the World Economic Forum (WEF), Food Summit, World Cities Summit, United Nations General Assembly, and Stockholm+50, among others.

For the transformations at greatest risk, the Systems Change Lab will partner with leading thinkers, coalitions, and funders, and will use a variety of means to assess gaps and barriers and to map the actors affecting each transformation. For example, the Lab will conduct systems mapping to better understand the various actors, relationships, vested interests, drivers, and barriers in select systems.

Complementing this exercise, through participatory dialogue and working with partners, the Lab will seek to identify solutions that will be transformational—that is, they will increase support over time, ratchet up ambitions to accomplish change, and become more durable. The Lab will also identify possible disruptors that could unlock systems change and will enlist top leaders and champions to advocate for such changes. All these efforts will be strengthened by strategic communities and outreach targeted to reach key actors and networks as we work toward major events and key moments.
Governance of the Systems Change Lab

Throughout, the Systems Change Lab will work with diverse and visionary high-level champions and coalitions and rigorous technical experts who will together provide the intellectual firepower behind the operation. Top data providers can help us track progress toward the required transformations. Leading researchers can help distill and communicate drivers of change. Coalitions and champions can help us drive greater action.

In practice, this will entail several working groups and a Leadership Council to ensure that the Lab is greater than the sum of its parts. More specifically, we will establish working groups for each of the broad sets of transformations, described in Tables 1 and 2, with a diversity of participating organizations. Working groups will validate indicators and dataset selection for the monitoring of transformations, select benchmarks and case studies, and will help develop influence strategies.

A high-level Leadership Council will help guide and advise the Systems Change Lab’s efforts. We will work with leaders of coalitions to learn from them about what has successfully driven system change, hypothesize about what could trigger and sustain change in the future, and foster learning across systems.

The next phase of our work will be to identify such partners. We hope they would include leaders from broad-based organizations such as the Global Environment Facility, WEF, World Business Council for Sustainable Development, multilateral development banks, and the United Nations; specific coalitions for change in key sectors, such as the Energy Transitions Commission, C40 Cities, the Food and Land Use Coalition, and the Platform for Accelerating the Circular Economy; and leading NGOs and academic institutions, such as the World Wildlife Fund (WWF), the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN), the Energy and Resources Institute, Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research, the University of Tokyo, Tsinghua University, and others. The Lab would thus have a distributed ownership model, in which these institutions would lead convenings and select research efforts. WRI and WEF have agreed to play a coordinating role.

CONCLUSION

An historic global reset is necessary and possible in this decisive decade. The current COVID pandemic may have opened the door to accelerate the shifts already underway. To achieve this, we need to take a hard look at our collective approach to addressing these urgent challenges. We need to work smarter and faster. We need to understand which interventions and movements are working, which aren’t, and why. We need to then rapidly deploy resources to those initiatives poised for success and revise our approach where efforts are insufficient.
That’s why we need a virtual “situation room” that monitors, learns from, and accelerates transformational change across key systems. Some of the shifts are already widely understood, with well-established coalitions of experts and decision-makers seeking to advance them. But for others, this is not the case. What’s more, there’s no single place where these shifts are tracked and totaled, where lessons can be learned and gaps identified.

We conclude by offering a way forward—a new Systems Change Lab for our world, in association with the Global Commons Alliance. This lab will act as a lighthouse for change agents working to address long-term structural challenges and will shine a spotlight on all leaders and laggards, illuminating the path forward for all the world to see.

ANNEX

Renewable Energy: We are fast approaching a tipping point for renewable energy generation and, before long, for energy storage, driven mostly by cost reductions—in turn driven by public policy. Coal-fired power is currently not competitive economically in many regions, and solar and wind energy now provide the cheapest power for 67% of the world. The private sector is starting to see the benefits of shifting away from fossil fuels. Expanding power generation from renewables could produce $650 billion in business opportunities annually by 2030, as well as create millions of new jobs around the world. A number of coalitions are working to decarbonize the power sector, including the Energy Transition Commission, the Deep Decarbonization Pathways Project, RE100, the Powering Past Coal Alliance, the Just Transition Centre, and the Platform for Coal Regions in Transition; there are significant efforts by the International Energy Agency and the International Renewable Energy Agency, and more at regional and national levels. However, globally we are far from having a large share of intermittent renewables power the grid. In 2018, solar energy accounted for just 2.1% of global power generation, while wind energy accounted for 4.8%. And at the same time, fossil fuel subsidies are not being phased out fast enough.

Energy Efficiency: If countries around the world adopted the right mix of energy efficiency policies over the next two decades, in line with the energy efficiency target of Sustainable Development Goal 7, they could deliver 40% of the GHG emissions cuts needed to achieve the Paris Agreement without any new technologies. Yet progress has stalled. Annual energy intensity rates have been declining gradually since 2015. In 2018, for example, they decreased at a slower rate (1.2%) for the third consecutive year. Public policy measures have struggled to establish and implement mandatory energy efficiency policies to reduce final energy use. Several international alliances, many of which involve public-private sector collaboration, have formed to accelerate global efforts to improve energy efficiency. The Three Percent Club, a coalition of 15 countries and more than a dozen businesses and institutions, focuses on deploying existing efficiency technologies, while the Energy Efficiency Global Alliance and Global Commission for Urgent Action on Energy Efficiency present examples of multi-sectoral leadership initiatives. The Global Energy Efficiency Accelerator Platform of Sustainable Energy for All also seeks to scale up energy efficiency policies, actions, and investments. Other sectoral initiatives and national agencies are also providing critical data and analysis that feed into global efforts. Key players include United for Efficiency, the Global Fuel Economy Initiative, the Industrial Energy Accelerator, the Building Efficiency Accelerator, the District Energy Initiative, the Global Alliance for Building and Construction, and the Cool Coalition.

Electric Vehicles: Internal combustion engines account for about 10% of GHG emissions globally and lead to air and noise pollution with significant health impacts. Although some countries have made commitments to phase out conventional cars, the automobile market has not made the dramatic shift necessary to see substantial change. Yet significant progress to advance electric vehicles (EV) is underway in some countries. Between 2014 and 2019, the average annual growth of the EV market was 60% (and battery price has decreased by 85% since 2010). To help generate this market growth, a number of entities—at least 66 countries, 71 cities or regions, and 48 companies—made announcements and adopted plans to phase out internal combustion engines and shift to zero-emissions vehicles. Companies have banded together in groups, such as the Corporate Electric Vehicle Alliance and EV100, to make EVs more competitive in the market in terms of both cost and variety of models. Organizations such as the International Council on Clean Transportation are providing grassroots organizing, research, and policy support for the elimination of internal combustion engines. As of 2019, 23 automobile manufacturers had introduced electric car models and set EV sales targets that were largely motivated by governments’ strong policy signals (e.g., in China and Norway). But deploying EVs at scale will require advances in new charging infrastructure, policy incentives, and tax credits.
Hard-to-Abate Sectors: So-called hard-to-abate sectors include heavy-duty transport (shipping, aviation, and heavy-duty road transport), and heavy industry (steel, chemicals, cement, and others). Across these sectors, companies rely on high-temperature heat or high energy density to power their operations—energy needs that electricity cannot easily replace; hence the term hard-to-abate. Together, these sectors account for almost a third of global annual carbon dioxide emissions, and they are expected to grow from 10 gigatonnes in 2019 to 16 gigatonnes by 2050 if current trends continue. Encouraging research and development efforts, demonstration of industrial-scale projects, infrastructure investment, and early market and policy support are needed to realize this transition. These can be complemented with a boost in consumer or institutional demand for greener materials (e.g., so-called green steel or green cement) through information campaigns or government procurement policies. Key coalitions are emerging to demonstrate that greening hard-to-abate sectors is feasible and not as expensive as was thought. The Energy Transitions Commission has conducted extensive research on these sectors, for example, and published the findings in its Mission Possible report. The European Clean Hydrogen Alliance and the coalitions such as the Clean Cement and Concrete Coalition, the Net-Zero Steel Initiative, and the Collaborative Innovation for Low-Carbon Emitting Technologies in Chemicals are working to lower emissions in hard-to-abate sectors.

Tropical Forest Supply Chains: Agricultural expansion is the primary driver of deforestation and forest degradation globally. Over the past three decades, the world has lost 420 million hectares of forest, and since 2015, an estimated 10 million hectares of forest have disappeared each year. Commercial activities account for about 40% of this deforestation across developing countries, with just four commodities—beef, soybeans, palm oil, and wood products—responsible for nearly 113 million hectares of tropical forest loss from 2000 to 2012. As conversion of forests into pastures, plantations, and croplands continues, so too do biodiversity losses, increases in carbon emissions, and the displacement of local communities. Protecting the world’s remaining forests, as well as mitigating these harmful impacts, will require the private sector to eliminate deforestation from global supply chains.

Already, more than 480 companies with deforestation risks across their food and fiber supply chains have made 850 commitments to reducing deforestation associated with at least one commodity. Yet most of these pledges, many of which were made in the context of the New York Declaration on Forests, the Consumer Goods Forum Zero Net Deforestation Commitment, and the Tropical Forest Alliance 2020, lack ambition. Time-bound, verifiable, and zero-deforestation commitments that cover all of a company’s commodities, sourcing regions, suppliers, and operations are needed to eradicate deforestation from supply chains. But less than 8% of 400 major companies’ pledges align with this gold standard, and the majority of businesses have failed to set traceable, time-bound, and robust targets.

Most commitments instead employ a combination of external guidelines and internal policies that establish conditions, incentives, or disincentives for upstream actors within companies’ supply chains. Common tools adopted to achieve these pledges include securing certifications, such as those from the Forest Stewardship Council and the Roundtable for Sustainable Palm Oil; negotiating public-private agreements, including geographic moratoria such as the soy moratorium in the Brazilian Amazon; or creating company-specific sourcing criteria in sectors without certifications. But this diversity in strategies—and in how companies define deforestation-free supply chains—poses challenges to suppliers, who must now manage myriad complex procurement, traceability, and engagement approaches. Vague pledges and limited assistance for producers, particularly smallholders or small- to medium-scale growers, have also delayed implementation. In fact, none of the most influential companies with forest-risk operations will fulfill their commitments to eliminate or reduce deforestation from their supply chains by 2020.
Insufficient voluntary reporting, poor transparency, and a lack of common performance metrics currently limit efforts to assess existing pledges’ implementation and subsequent impacts. New tools that monitor, verify, and report on companies’ progress are fast emerging, including the Accountability Framework Initiative, Global Forest Watch Pro, the Proforest Soy Toolkit, the Sustainable Palm Oil Transparency Toolkit, and the Transparency for Sustainable Economies’ (Trase) tool. Institutions involved in these efforts include CDP, Climate Focus, Forest Trends, Global Canopy (particularly its Forest 500 and Supply Chain Transparency Network initiatives), The Nature Conservancy, the Stockholm Environment Institute, the Tropical Forest Alliance, WRI, and WWF. But a comprehensive global assessment of supply chain commitments’ impact on deforestation rates does not yet exist. Without this information, today’s progress reports instead tally the total number of deforestation-free commitments and analyze companies’ levels of ambition within these pledges.54 Thus, significant data constraints and existing uncertainties limit the ability to assess progress toward this transition.

**Landscape Restoration:** Terrestrial ecosystems sequester almost a third of all anthropogenic carbon dioxide emissions, making it impossible to limit global temperature rise to 1.5°C absent a paradigm shift in how we manage land. In addition to halting deforestation and protecting forests and lands, we must restore our landscapes to improve air and water quality, control soil erosion, protect biodiversity, and sequester carbon. Across developing countries, restoration can raise smallholders’ incomes by $35 billion to $40 billion annually within the next 15 years.55

The New York Declaration on Forests calls for restoring 150 million hectares of degraded lands by 2020 and 350 million hectares by 2030. It is estimated that meeting the 150 million hectare restoration goal alone would bring $85 billion per year in net benefits.56 The Bonn Challenge includes almost 60 pledges from countries, subnational jurisdictions, and companies. Regional restoration initiatives, such as the African Forest Landscape Restoration Initiative and Initiative 20x20 in Latin America and the Caribbean, also contribute to meeting the Bonn Challenge goal. However, restoration is often happening outside natural forests and only about 18% of the 2020 goal has been met.57 Data on restoration are self-reported by some countries (e.g., under the Bonn Challenge Barometer of the IUCN), but by only a fraction of those that have made a commitment. There is no independent assessment of restoration achieved and no progress toward restoration pledges being tracked on a regular basis.

**Protect 30% of the Ocean by 2030:** The ocean covers 70% of the Earth’s surface, but it remains grossly under-protected. Areas designated or proposed for protection cover just 7.4% of the ocean, and when considering highly or fully protected areas, this number drops to 2.5%.58 The Convention on Biological Diversity’s (CBD’s) Aichi Biodiversity Target 11 commits governments to protecting 10% of the marine environment by 2020. Further, more than 10,000 marine protected areas that currently exist differ substantially in the level of protection offered and the activities that are allowed. There is a need for effective implementation, monitoring, and management. Protecting 30% of the ocean by 2030 (30x30), a new target called for by the IUCN (with the scientific community rallying behind it), is anticipated to bring a range of environmental and economic benefits. The call for the 30x30 target also coincides with efforts to negotiate a legally binding international instrument to enable the protection and sustainable use of biodiverse areas that extend beyond national jurisdictions. Because of the widely projected positive socioeconomic and environmental benefits that come with greater levels of marine protection, numerous new stakeholder campaigns and coalitions have been launched to raise awareness and drive adoption of the 30% target. The Campaign for Nature (a coalition of more than 100 conservation organizations) and Antarctica 2020 are key examples. The United Kingdom is also leading the Global Ocean Alliance, a coalition of signatory countries calling for the adoption of the 30x30 ocean goal. The Alliance currently has 22 signatory countries, working toward the adoption of new ambitious global biodiversity targets under the CBD at the 15th Conference of Parties in 2021.
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SUMMARY

Safeguarding our Global Commons
A Systems Change Lab to Monitor, Learn from, and Advance Transformational Change